NanoSRT: Drainage & Elimination
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE: Essential for system detox

Until recently, the most underrated part of the circulatory system was the lymphatic
system.

The LYMPHATIC SYSTEM is a vital system of the body












It is interactive with every organ and is directly related to immune function and
efficiency. It is a protector and a defense mechanism against infection, viruses,
bacteria, fungi and disease.
It is comprised of fluid, vessels, ducts and various other organs and structures. It
clears toxins, wastes, excess fluids, and infection from all tissues of the body
(through proper flow and drainage), provided this essential system is
functioning at its peak.
Lymphatic fluid flows through every organ of the body. If this flow is impaired,
the fluid becomes thick and toxic. The parts of the body that rely on it for
elimination become less efficient and sluggish as they fill with their own waste.
This otherwise life sustaining system now becomes a breeding ground for
infection.
When the fluid enters the bloodstream, as is part of the normal process, infection
can now spread to any organ or part of the body.
Many viruses, bacteria and parasites stay locked within the lymphatic system
when these conditions are present. The result: physical ailments, degenerative
disease, hastening of the aging process, even death!
Many people have badly congested lymphatics. More and more cases concern
babies and children. At this time (in the USA), the lymphatic system is the most
over-looked system of the human body. In Europe it is the fourth
most commonly prescribed medical treatment. It is seldom that most U. S. health
care practitioners consider the lymphatic system's critical role in preventing
illness or its importance to the overall healing process.
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What are Energy Nosodes and how are they made?
Many people think of nosodes simply as homeopathic vaccines but this is not their only
function. Nosodes can be administered either therapeutically (in order to treat a disease)
or prophylactically in order to prevent a disease.
Though nosodes do contain a causative organism, their efficacy doesn't depend on the
presence of the organism itself. The nosode, distemperinum may be used to treat
distemper and the immune response to this or any nosode offers a more natural
response to disease without the introduction of killed or modified viruses and harmful
preservatives that can weaken the immune system when injected directly into the blood
stream. It is important to note that very few diseases are introduced directly into the
blood stream. Unlike vaccines, nosodes are said to be safe and many trained in
homeopathy feel they are highly effective and valuable tools in the prevention of various
diseases.
Historically, nosodes and homeopathic remedies have been most successful in the midst
of human epidemics,
Therapeutic Use of Nosodes
In addition to helping prevent specific viral diseases with prophylactic use, nosodes can
be used even after exposure to a virus has taken place. If given immediately after
exposure, before symptoms develop, these nosodes can prevent the development of
clinical disease.
Homeopathy Remedies
Homeopathic remedies are typically derived from plants, herbs, minerals, or animal
products. After being crushed and dissolved in alcohol and/or water, the selected
substance undergoes a long process of dilution and succession (a process that involves
vigorous shaking of the solution). The solution is then stored.
Sano Wellness Center is committed to supporting your body for optimal detox and
healing. Options available for facilitating detox and supporting the lymph system
include Nano drainage and elimination, detox baths, infrared sauna, and various foods,
whole food supplements and the purest herbs available.
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